
Powerful uses for Digital rewarDs  
witH Customer LoyaLty

Case studies:

Thank customers for 
making a key purchase 
by giving them a reward 
at checkout.

Include rewards in 
email blasts and direct 
mail campaigns as an 
easy way to connect 
with customers.

Incorporate Digital 
Rewards into your 
brand’s social media 
campaigns as a fun way 
to get them talking.

Offer self-contained 
rewards that are easy 
to execute and reduce 
logistic issues.

Easily reward 
employees and ensure 
strong service when 
they interact with your 
customers

Reward loyal 
customers who 
continually buy your 
products.

THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

CuSTOmER LOyALTy
Capturing customer loyalty matters, possibly more than ever before. These days, 
consumers have more choices — and expectations — than at any other time in history. 
Customer loyalty drives repeat sales and is a result of satisfied customers, so that’s why 
it’s essential to reward key customer behavior and lock in their allegiance. 

Improve your customer experience and build better relationships by rewarding customers 
for choosing your brand or product over competitors. With a catalog of valuable offerings, 
cost-effective Digital Rewards make it easy for brands to connect with their biggest 
customers.

Increase customer loyalty by providing rewards consumers regularly use and enjoy. 
Our popular products are flexible enough to fit into promotions of any size, and greatly 
reduce the stress of shipping logistics. Offering reward codes for universally appealing 
prizes is an easy and flexible solution for rewarding and appreciating customers.

Client: Auntie Anne’s         Use:Customer Loyalty        Reward: Music Downloads

Auntie Anne’s®, the national pretzel chain, was looking for an easy-to-implement incentive that would boost sales and increase customer loyalty for 
their brand.

By using customized pretzel shaped Music Download Cards, they were able to run a unique promotion in their stores across the country. For every 
pretzel purchased, the consumer received one of these cards, which gave access to download the recipients’ songs of choice. Offering a digital gift 
with purchase is an innovative approach to increase sales and show appreciation to your customers for their loyalty.

Client: Marriott         Use: Customer Loyalty         Reward: Music Downloads

Marriott® Hotels was looking for a way to encourage return customers and build brand loyalty for their Mexican and Caribbean resorts, “Paradise 
by Marriott”. 

The hotel chain expressed their gratitude to previous hotel guests by rewarding them with free Music Download Cards. This incentive showed that 
Marriott appreciated their business and allowed customers to choose from millions of high-quality MP3 song downloads.

Client: Macy’s         Use: Customer Loyalty        Reward: Music Downloads

When Macy’s® was looking to increase brand loyalty, they chose to create a unique cause marketing campaign that aligned with their customers’ 
philanthropic interests. Partnering with the charity “Feeding America,” Macy’s created a program with the goal to provide 10 million meals to those 
in need.

Customers were petitioned to donate $10.00, and as a reward for their loyalty and generosity, they received a gift of an Incentive Booklet containing 
prizes, coupons and a Reward Code for 3 free Music Downloads. Using incentive booklets to reward their customers, Macy’s built customer loyalty 
and enhanced their position as a philanthropic brand.

did you Know? 

digitaL reward Cards

• The tables have turned: Digital music downloads now 
exceed physical sales.*  

• Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online 
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and 
2017.** 

• Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S. 
population attend at least one movie every year.*** 

• Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion dollars 
on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media Factbook.

Made up of a full range of physical and digital products, 
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music 
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals, 
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital 
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver 
high-perceived value products. With our easy-to-
implement platform, brands can offer these relevant, 
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value. 


